Job Title: Director of Human Resources
Job Summary – overall purpose of the job:
Reporting to the CEO, the HR Director role is fundamental in managing organisational
development, recruitment and culture. As part of the Management Team, the HR Director
will be responsible for the strategic planning of the Human Resources function throughout
Sotheby’s Institute of Art – London as well as ensuring compliance through developing,
maintaining and disseminating HR policies and processes. The role is responsible for the
whole employee lifecycle, and the successful candidate must be comfortable working at
both a strategic and an operational/transactional level.
The Organisation – the job context
Sotheby’s Institute of Art - London is situated in Bedford Square, built between 1775 and
1783, one of the best preserved Georgian squares in London with a private central garden.
The London Institute is part of the ‘larger academy’ of Bedford Square, located next door to
premier educational institutions such as the Architectural Association and the Paul Mellon
Centre, with the University of London and the British Museum in the neighbouring square.
Sotheby’s auction house, the National Gallery, the National Portrait Gallery and the Royal
Academy of Arts are a few minutes’ walk away. The Institute is also close to Mayfair, the
traditional centre of the London art market, where many dealers and galleries are located.
Founded in 1969, Sotheby’s Institute of Art – London is among the world’s leading
postgraduate level institutions offering Master’s degrees, Semester, Summer and Short
Courses. Our Master’s programmes cover four principal subject areas: Art Business,
Contemporary Art, Fine and Decorative Art and Design, and Modern and Contemporary
Asian Art. Within these subject areas students can take a wide range of tracks and
concentrations, enabling them to create their own career pathway. For more than 20 years
we have been an affiliated institution of The University of Manchester, which validates our
programmes in London.
Key Job Deliverables / Responsibilities – principal activities undertaken by job holder:
•

•
•

•
•
•

Managing the organisation’s HR functions, including recruitment, training and
development, employee engagement, compensation and benefits, and HR information
systems
Developing and implementing HR initiatives in line with organisational objectives
As part of the Management Team being accountable for the performance of the HR
function and the operations within it, as well as providing strategic counsel on all peoplerelated matters
Contributing to long-term goals around organisational and people development, including
risk management and succession planning
Overseeing and promoting employee development, health and wellbeing
Leading the analysis of employee feedback and data, with the aim of creating a better
working environment and engaged culture
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•
•

Creating and managing the HR department’s annual budget
Contributing to maintaining and developing the Institute’s culture

Experience and Skills
This position plays a key leadership role at the Institute. Extensive professional interactions,
especially with staff and visitors, are therefore essential.
The successful candidate should have a strong dual skill-set both strategically and
operationally, and must
•
•
•

Be qualified to degree level
Hold a relevant professional certificate from an accredited organisation such as the
CIPD and be committed continuously to update learning and knowledge in the HR
field
Have a minimum of 5 years’ experience in HR, with at least 2 years in the Higher
Education sector

The successful candidate will demonstrate excellence in the following:
• Trust – Reporting to the CEO, you will become a trusted confidante on talent issues,
unafraid of giving your opinions and expertise
• Communication skills – Excellent verbal and written communication skills, emotional
intelligence and the ability to build relationships and collaborate with others are vital
• Professional expertise – A strong working knowledge of employment law issues, best
practice processes for recruitment, contracts, disciplinaries, redundancies and payroll
is required, as well as experience of employee relations, especially in a higher
education context
• Organisational and administrative skills – personal efficiency, time management
skills and the ability to prioritise competing demands are key, as is the ability to
produce accurate formal documents to meet pressing deadlines, and to develop and
implement policies and procedures
• Commercial acumen – Involvement in strategic decision-making within the Institute
will require understanding of company finances, resourcing and the ultimate aims of
the organisation
• Role modelling – As a member of the Management Team, the HR director is
expected to demonstrate and lead on the values, initiatives and culture of the
Institute
Effectiveness in the role will require the appointee to be able to work flexible hours as the
need arises e.g. responding out of hours, staying late to complete urgent work.
Experience of the higher education sector is essential
An interest in the art world is desirable.
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